
Reading skills practice: Foreign exchange emails – exercises  

Look at these emails between a student and his friend who is studying in Scotland, then do the exercises 

to improve your reading skills.  

Preparation  

Match the vocabulary with the correct definition and write a–f next to the numbers 1–6.  

1…….. a classmate a. a student who goes to another country to study for a short time 

2…….. a school trip b. 
a family which lets a foreign student stay in their home and live 

and eat together with them 

3…….. a street performance c. a visit by students to a place to learn something about it 

4…….. 
a foreign exchange 

student 
d. a special time or event when people celebrate something 

5…….. a host family e. somebody who studies with you in the same class 

6…….. a festival f. a show by an actor, musician or other performer in a public place 

 

 



Reading skills practice: Foreign exchange emails – exercises  

1. Check your understanding: true or false  

Circle True or False for these sentences.  

1. Fran is in Edinburgh now. True False 

2. Fran is staying at Simon’s house. True False 

3. Fran has been busy since he arrived. True False 

4. Fran strongly dislikes the host family’s children. True False 

5. Fran has been to Edinburgh Castle. True False 

6. Fran thinks the street performances are expensive. True False 

 

2. Check your vocabulary: gap fill  

Write the informal word or phrase from the box next to the word or phrase with the same meaning. 

pretty loads of How’s it going? a bit 

Hi … / Hey … OK nice hang out 

 

1. Dear …  _______________ 

2. How are you? _______________ 

3. lots of _______________ 

4. quite _______________ 

5. slightly _______________ 

6. pleasant _______________ 

7. spend time with friends _______________ 

8. all right _______________ 

 

Discussion  

Have you ever studied abroad?  

If you have the chance in future, where would you like to study?  

How would you keep in touch with your friends and family? 

 


